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Since its launch in July 2003, ETO has
become the essential reference source
for every company trading in the UK
pleasure products sector. ETO is a
completely independent publication
which has no links to, or connections
with, any other adult business.
Published monthly, it is freely
available to qualifying companies,
individuals, retail outlets and online
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print circulation

4,250 requested and
individually-addressed
copies each issue
Read by almost
15,000 industry peers
every month

followers

over 2,500

with an interest in this market, as
well as the increasingly influential
community of online bloggers. The
database is regularly maintained and
refined, guaranteeing that
advertising messages and editorial
news stories are seen by the most
influential manufacturers,
wholesalers, distributors, brand
managers and retailers. In addition,
a carefully monitored section of the
mailing list is delivered to key
companies operating in Europe,
America, Asia and Australasia.

Erotictradeonly.com regularly
averages 10,000 unique visitors
every month, generating upwards
of 20,000 page impressions.
Additionally, since 2008, the
magazine has been available to read
online and currently averages 4,000
individual viewers with occasional
highs approaching 6,000 per issue.

ETO is currently extending its reach
through social media networks such
as Twitter (6,000+ followers) and
Facebook (2,500+ ‘Likes’). Regular
weekly email updates allow ETO to
communicate with just over 23,000
addresses worldwide, further
advancing ETO’s influence into all
areas of the industry.

online circulation

10,000 unique visitors
every month, generating
upwards of 20,000
page impressions
6,000+

The only UK magazine circulated
free of charge to thousands of
professionals in the erotic industry,
ETO’s mailing list comprises some
4,250 requested and individuallyaddressed copies, distributed
throughout the UK where they reach
almost every single relevant store
and online trader, including more
than 500 lingerie and partywear
outlets. The magazine is also
circulated to both branch and head
office levels of the major chains and
the head offices of other retailers

‘likes’

Weekly e-mails to
over 23,000 worldwide

editorial
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BUYER’S GUIDE
Manuel Ferrara Anal Trainer Kit
Neatly packaged collection which will
be ideal for those considering trying
out the back door but don’t know
where to start. The pack includes a
waterproof bullet vibe, a clear plug,
and a tube of silicone lubricant.
From: NS Novelties
Info: www.nsnovelties.com

7” Hollow Strap-On & Balls

Firefly Smooth Dong 5”

A tonic for men with ED or
Cute little dong, available in three
premature ejaculation problems,
vibrant colours which really do
or those who crave added girth.
glow in the dark.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
From: NS Novelties
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com Info: www.nsnovelties.com

His Nipple Kit

Minty Fresh Wipes

Pride Play Set

Why should her nipples get all the
attention? Contains three sets of
devices to tease and please.
From: CalExotics
Info: www.calexotics.com

Similar to the Simply Clean Wipes
but with the addition of a fresh
mint fragrance.
From: System Jo
Info: www.systemjo.com

Metal cuffs and a multi-use love
Clever design which turns any
mask covered in trendy soft faux
interior door into an adjustable,
rainbow-hued fur.
and quite comfortable, sex swing.
From: Pipedream
From: CalExotics
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com Info: www.calexotics.com

Scandal: Door Swing

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Ours: Sensual Kit
CalExotics has introduced more
of its ‘starter’ kits, which give
consumers everything they need
to try a new intimate experience,
packed into a single box. Sensual
is designed to enhance sex and it
includes a beaded thong, cock
and scrotum ring, and a remote
control egg-like vibe.
From: CalExotics
Info: www.calexotics.com

Luxe Collection Opus Pleasure Vibe

This ornate design is unlike any other vibe that
simultaneously targets the clitoris and the G-spot, and
it’s flexible so it should be able to accommodate most
shapes. The USB rechargeable device also packs quite a
punch, with two motors in each tip delivering deep
throbbing vibrations that are transmitted along the
shaft.
From: NS Novelties
Info: www.nsnovelties.com
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New Dreamgirl Encore Remix
Collection available now

an eye catching look.
The manufacturer has also mixed in new
sleepwear styles to help capture
comfortable bedroom looks and its newly
updated Weekender Panty collection
features a new colour palette and fun68
phrases such as Frisky Friday, Steamy
Saturday, and Sexy Sunday.
The collection also features updates to
the classic Dreamgirl colour palette of
black, lipstick red, midnight, magenta and
raspberry, including vivid brights such as
hot pink, turquoise, iris, and coral, and new
body styles to Key Item offerings.
Runway trends, such as retro inspired
lingerie, contemporary ultra-sexy slouchy
armholes on loungewear and sleepwear
and lacy back treatments also make an
appearance.

a vibrating
tip and rotating beads. It
can be used with or without the wireless

Renegade Ball Sack XL

Even the biggest balls should fit in A packed box, containing
this sack, and the collar ring
matching nipple clamps, cuffs,
should ensure they stay in there.
blindfold, and a collar and leash.
From: NS Novelties
From: CalExotics
Info: www.nsnovelties.com
Info: www.calexotics.com

Scandal: Submissive Kit

Simply Clean Personal
Cleansing Wipe

Male toys becoming more
socially acceptable, says
Fleshlight
Caresse by ToyJoy: Hylo

Hers Intimate Kit

Mega Grip Mouth Stroker

Pleasure Ring

RingO 2

Vibrating Heart Pasties

Like Enya, Hylo is silicone,
waterproof, USB-rechargeable,
with twin multi-speed motors.
From: Scala Playhouse
Info: www.scalaplayhouse.com

The teasing of nipples is the focus
here, with suckers, rings, and two
different pairs of clamps.
From: CalExotics
Info: www.calexotics.com

For those who want their strokers
to simulate a blow job, this model
features a mouth opening.
From: Pipedream Extreme Toyz
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Ring to help men maintain a
firmer erection while intensifying
both partners’ pleasure.
From: Durex
Info: creativeconceptions.co.uk

This dual ring offers constriction
of the penis and testicles for a
more intense experience.
From: Screaming O
Info: creativeconceptions.co.uk

Silicone pasties that feature a pair
of tiny micro-motors hidden on
the reverse.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

These individual intimate wipes are
packaged like condoms and supplied
in a countertop display for impulse
purchases. The wipes clean and
moisturise but are fragrance,
paraben, and glycol free. They are
also available in packs of 30.
From: System Jo
Info: www.systemjo.com

Luxe Touch-Sensitive Vibrator

Tryst

The multi-function Luxe is
waterproof, USB-rechargeable, and
has a sleek silicone finish, but its USP
comes from two sensors on its shaft:
the deeper the stroke, the stronger
the power. Its flat base also allows it
to be used in a harness or stuck to a
surface.
From: CalExotics
Info: www.calexotics.com

The multi-motored Tryst could be
the first universal sex toy. It is
suitable for all genders’ solo or
couples’ play. It can also be gently
clamped to areas like the nipples
and clitoris, comfortably fitting
inside the body, and wrapping
around the penis as a vibrating ring.
From: Doc Johnson
Info: www.B2BDocJohnson.com

Danny D Secret Weapon 10.5” His Enlargement Kit
Replica of the porn star’s not-sosecret weapon, which will leave
most people shaken and stirred.
From: NS Novelties
Info: www.nsnovelties.com

Christopher Scharff, CEO at Dreamgirl
International, said: “Encore Remix captures
the fashion trends of the moment with fun,
sexy styles for sleep and play in our
hanging and packaged assortments. Add a
new pop of excitement to your selling floor
this season with our gorgeous colour
palette ranging from vibrant brights to
classic rich colours, all in body flattering
silhouettes - each tells its own unique story
of romance.”
New Temptations says that all carryover
styles are ready to ship immediately and
new styles will be available from February
29th 2016.
New Temptations:
[T] 0161 480 6204
[E] sales@newtemptations.co.uk
[W] www.newtemptations.co.uk

Rimming plug B-Vibe is
now available in Europe
Following the January launch of B-Vibe
in the US, Eropartner Distribution has
swung into action and brought ‘the
world’s first rimming plug’
across the pond to Europe.
The distributor describes BVibe as a premium, certified
body-safe collection of
healthy anal sex products
founded by certified sex
expert, Alicia Sinclair. Its
first product, the B-Vibe
Plug is a compact, bodysafe, seamless and
waterproof silicone plug
that
features

Optimum Power Stroker
Seven-function male masturbator
that features a beaded chamber
that strokes while it vibrates.
From: CalExotics
Info: www.calexotics.com

remote control - which is said to work
from up to nine metres away - and it
boasts five vibration and rotation
intensity levels and six vibration
patterns. The package includes a
travel/storage case and USB cord.
“We were introduced to B-Vibe at the
Xbiz show and immediately knew that we
had to add this to our product portfolio,”
said Elcke Wieffering, head of purchasing.
“The plug is new and innovative - really well
designed and everything from the
packaging, to design and POS and
marketing material offers a new and fresh
perspective.”
Eropartner Distribution:
[E] info@eropartner.com
[W] www.eropartner.com

Mega Grip Pussy Stroker

This pack contains an enlargement All Mega Grips offer ten speeds of
pump, an extender, and three
vibration and removable inserts
different erection enhancers.
that can be used on their own.
From: CalExotics
From: Pipedream Extreme Toyz
Info: www.calexotics.com
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Powerplay O-Wand

Scandal: Ball Gag With Cuffs

Vibrating Head-Master

At just 7” tall, this multi-speed
silicone massager is a handy size
for wand lovers who travel.
From: NS Novelties
Info: www.nsnovelties.com

A quick and easy way for a sub to
be bound and gagged, whilst also
offering a degree of versatility.
From: CalExotics
Info: www.calexotics.com

Silicone masturbation device that
targets the frenulum, the sensitive
area under the penis head.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

69
Fleshlight has declared that 2016 is going
to be the year of male sex toys. The
company says the market is expanding
every year and it believes 2016 will be its
most successful to date.
Fleshlight’s Miguel Capilla (pictured) said:
“We’re very proud to say that Fleshlight has
become a generic term for male toys and this is
our best letter of introduction. This was
achieved thanks to the hard work of the
Fleshlight team during the last 20 years.
“High quality controls, an awesome
marketing policy and our tireless fight against
fakes in recent times have enabled us to
establish ourselves as the benchmark in the

male sex toys sector.”
Capilla added that female sex toys have
become so normalised that women openly talk
about them in public, and men are now too
realising that there is nothing shameful about
enjoying masturbation with a toy. “With each
and every day that passes it is becoming more
and more socially acceptable and
mainstream,” he said. “And although Fleshlight
was created as a male masturbator, nowadays
it is also used by couples, which is great news Fleshlight products are perfect for sex play with
a partner.”
Fleshlight:
[W] www.fleshlight-international.eu

Fifty Shades free bullets
promotion from ABS
ABS Holdings has announced that it is
offering its customers a free of
charge Fifty Shades of Grey
Rechargeable USB
Bullet with
selected
products
from the
Fifty
Shades of
Grey range.
“We always like to do
promotions like these to give
our customers the
opportunity to offer their
customers real value for
money,” said ABS senior
sales advisor Glenn Wilde.
“Everyone likes something
for free and with this deal
I’m sure there will be plenty
of very satisfied customers.
The Bullet has a

recommend retail price of £35 so it represents
a handsome saving for the end customer
and will allow our customers to do a
worthwhile and attractive offer.”

ABS Holdings:
[T] 01202 868511
[E] sales@absholdings.com
[W] www.absholdings.com
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Not invisible according to the
dictionary definition of the word incapable of being seen – but they are
the thinnest the company has ever
made, designed for maximum
sensitivity. Durex is currently
promoting this, and its Pleasure Ring,
with a huge ad campaign so it’s worth
getting onboard.
From: Durex
Info: www.creativeconceptions.co.uk

New Temptations has announced the
launch of the 2016 Dreamgirl Encore
Remix Collection catalogue. The
distributor said: “We are so excited to
introduce the new vibrant and supper
sassy 2016 Encore Remix Collection
catalogue. Within this collection you
will find a new array of styles in our
best-selling Collection colour palette as
well as our vibrant Encore brights, as
they continue to be a fashion trend.”
Dreamgirl says it has paid close
attention to the hottest fashion trends and
added new styles influenced by the runway
to the collection, including rompers, openback dresses and multi-strapped tops,
while its latest Diamond club dresses
feature asymmetrical hems, heavy zippers,
metallics, and peek-a-boo styling to create

Mega Grip Ass Stroker
Vibrating stroker that allows the
user to control the tightness –
more squeezes = more suction.
From: Pipedream Extreme Toyz
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com
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Orion Wholesale has announced
that it has added a new 2-in-1
Massage Gel and Lubricant to its
Just Glide range. It is said to
combine the lubricating properties
of lubricant with the smooth
properties of massage gel, making
the odourless, water-based gel
suitable for both massage-based
foreplay and as a lubricant during
sex - suggesting that Orion should
adapt the tagline
from the 1990
Wash & Go
shampoo
ad: “Why
take two
bottles
into the
shower?”
The
range has
its own
tagline
though:
“The
slogan
‘Just Glide
- Enjoy the
Ride!’ is
perfect for
Just Glide
lubricants
because
they are
longlasting,
safe to use
with latex
condoms
and also
stand out
from the
rest
because of their high-quality, 100%
vegan formula which is made in
Germany,” Orion said. “The skin
tolerance has also been
dermatologically tested and
described as ‘very good’.”
Just Glide is available from
Darker Enterprises, Orion’s UK
distribution partner.
Darker Enterprises:
[T] 020 8114 1001
[E] ron@thamesroad.co.uk
[W] www.darkerenterprises.co.uk

Firefly Smooth Dong 8”
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Invisible Condom
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Why take two
bottles into the
bedroom?

Caresse by ToyJoy: Enya

Rabbit vibe that targets the GWhat a difference 3” make – if the
spot with a thrusting motion while 5” is cute, the additional inches
also caressing the clitoris.
make this quite intimidating.
From: Scala Playhouse
From: NS Novelties
Info: www.scalaplayhouse.com
Info: www.nsnovelties.com

ETO’s professional editorial team has
unrivalled experience of independent
reporting on the trends and
innovations in the rapidly evolving
pleasure products business,
concentrating on those products
which can be sold by all retailers,
such as toys, lingerie and other
intimate apparel items, consumables
and novelties. ETO regards its
independence as key to providing
advertisers and readers alike with a
monthly feast of news, views,
reviews, trends and analysis. ETO
has always treated its readers with
the respect that every trade-only title
should, whilst retaining a particular
focus on the retail environment,
providing them with a regular digest
of essential market intelligence.
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System
Jo de
vivre

consumer, and retailer, could want in this category.
ETO ﬁrst encountered System Jo at Erotica
However, changes are on the way…
London 2003, when then-owner Solomon Levy
“We have recognised that it can
introduced us to a selection of lubes and
be very confusing not only
massage oils on a small stand in the trade
for retailers but also for
section. He was at the show looking for
the consumers with such
a European distributor. It’s fair to say a
a vast
few things have changed in the
intervening 13 years: the company now
oﬀers over 300 SKUs through some of
the leading names in European
distribution.
Back in 2003, System Jo’s primary
focus was on its domestic market in the
US, and it has seen growth every year
since then and it is still continuing to
grow, according to international account
manager Becky Anniuk: “We have had to
expand our facility, taking on a new
warehouse building to ensure we can
cope with demand,” she explains. “Being
our home market, the brand is very well
established and we have built it up to be
the leading lubricants brand within the
adult market in the USA, which is a
fantastic result, and something we are
very proud of as a company.”
Solomon Levy is no longer the owner
of System Jo though: he sold to a private
equity ﬁrm called Catalus Capital last
September. CFO Joe Walls joined the ﬁrm
that month and current CEO Mike
Woolard started on 1st January this year.
“They have ambitious goals and they will
put the foundations in place that will
enable us to grow the brand even more,”
says Becky.
Despite its success in the US, System
Jo only had a small presence in Europe
until 2012/2013 when, according to Becky,
a number of new opportunities were
realised. “I came onboard later in 2013 to
manage all of the international business
A La MODA.qxp_ETO Feature 29/03/2016 13:00 Page 2
and we have continued to build the brand
recognition and deliver strong growth
within the EU,” she says. “There is still a
long way to go in comparison to the USA,
however the brand awareness is there now
and I am excited for the year ahead.”

à la MODA

System update
System Jo, along with its Dona range,
covers all aspects of sexual wellness
products and its aim, with its 300+ SKUs,
was to be a one-stop-shop for all a

range, and one of the key objectives with the new
ownership now is to signiﬁcantly rationalise the
range and really focus on the core products and
our best-selling lines,” explains Becky.
In addition, the company is also embarking on
an ambitious rebranding: “It’s been a huge
undertaking by the team at head oﬃce,” says
Becky. “Not only did they complete the rebrand
exercise for Jo they launched over 50 new SKUs for
the USA market, all within the space of six
months. There is an incredible amount of
work that goes into a
rebranding exercise and the
team have done a fantastic
job in such a short space of
time.”
Becky outlines the
reasoning behind the
process: “We had a lot of
feedback from retailers and
consumers that the brand
was becoming very
confusing to shop, also that
sometimes even when
merchandised together it
didn’t look like one brand.
There were so many
diﬀerent styles and
packaging types you weren’t
sure if it belonged to the
same range or not. We also
hadn’t had a change in
packaging in over eight
years so it was time for a
refresh.
“One of the main
diﬀerences is the change in
bottle shape - we now have
one bottle style which ﬁrstly
will make it a lot easier for
retailers to merchandise, and
it brings the range together
giving it a much more
cohesive look and feel. The
second biggest diﬀerence is
the look and style of the
labelling. We have a clear call
out for the brand logo which
will be consistent across the
range for strong shelf
presence and easy consumer
recognition, and a bar which
will indicate the product type
clearly and easily for the
consumer. There are also some call outs

In addition to a large number of
news pages in each issue. ETO’s
regular features include profiles of
the market’s major – and minor –
players, in-depth examinations of
individual product sectors, ‘mystery
shopper’ reports, and practical
advice for retail on every aspect of
business – from the in-depth analysis
of legislative changes to shop
window dressing.

“One of the main
diﬀerences is the change
in bottle shape - we now
have one bottle style
which ﬁrstly will make it a
lot easier for retailers to
merchandise, and it
brings the range together
giving it a much more
cohesive look and feel.”
- Becky Anniuk
which provide the consumer with core essential
information on the product features and beneﬁts.”
She continues: “All of the new packaging is now
being shipped from our warehouse and will phase
through to replace the old packaging. You will start
to see it come through in some retailers now and I
would imagine that over the next three-six months
the majority of the products will have transitioned
into the new packaging.”

System analysts
Becky expects her customers to beneﬁt from the
exercise, as she explains: “The rebranding launched
in the USA market at the end of last year and we
have already started to see a good uplift in sales
across the range, which is fantastic news. It will
hopefully
beneﬁt the
retailers in
making it

much easier to merchandise and be more impactful
to the consumer on shelf, leading to more link and
cross sale purchases.”
Last year System Jo invested a sizable sum into
researching in-store merchandising in the lotions
and potions sector, and how this aﬀected the sales
of diﬀerent brands. Becky elaborates: “Many
retailers will merchandise in one of two ways, either
by brand or by product type. For example, all
water-based lubricants merchandised separately to
all-silicone lubricants. The project was to assess
which option would deliver the most return for the
retailers. They found that sales actually declined
when merchandising by product type, and it was
much more successful to merchandise by brand. It
gave the customers clearer identity and
encourages the link sales.”
This has resulted in the creation of new in-store
displays: “We have developed our new shelving
system for Jo along with a header which we will be
using going forward, and we will also use these
shelves to create a
standalone tower.

However this is still in the works so watch this
space.”
The new in-store display, plus the rebranded
System Jo products, will debut at June’s ETO
Show, which takes place on Sunday the 12th and
Monday the 13th of June, in the Pavilion hall at the
National Exhibition Centre (NEC).
For more information visit www.etoshow.com
and for more details about System Jo visit
www.systemjo.com
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System Jo has
become a significant
player in the EU
lotions & potions
sector in recent years,
but it’s not resting on
its laurels – big
changes are taking
place which should
prove beneficial to
retailers…

LONDON

54

55

Londinium to the
Romans and home to
cockneys, London is
the UK’s capital city
and a governmental,

mystery
y shopper
London receives many Mystery Shopping visits, but in
my defence, it’s also got lots of adult stores serving a
fair fraction of the UK’s population. That I have a
fondness for West End musicals has no bearing on my
frequent return visits whatsoever.
To keep this retail roundup fresh, I tried to find
shops I’ve not seen in many years, or have never
visited, away from the glut around Soho. That said,
Soho is a shadow of its former self, and perhaps
London’s more interesting adult stores lie away from
the sorry sight of Walkers Court now. Always keeping
my criticism constructive – I hope! – it’s a mixed bag
of stores I saw, from tiny to pink, and from a timehonoured classic to gay to kink…
As well as London’s indigenous population of
around 8.5m, over 16m international visitors throng its
streets annually, generating around £15bn for UK PLC
and making London Europe’s most visited city.

MODA, the UK’s biggest fashion and lingerie trade exhibition,
took place at the NEC in Birmingham from February 21st-23rd.
Mel MacFarlane guides us through some of the highlights…
refreshing their collections so we can’t wait to see
what will be coming.”
For more information about Altergeo’s range,
contact Amiee via customerservices@alteregolingerie.com

Growing the business

Soho Original Books

Clonezone

Blue Rose

Simply Pleasure

Breathless

On Soho’s edge, this corner plot branch of SoB follows the
chain’s classic layout of mixed-interest books and a few toys
above, with a cellar of R18 DVDs and more fruity goodies below.
This one has sparkling beige tiles and wood-a-like slatwall
above, brightened by some classic neon signage (‘Soho Vice’)
and benefiting from large windows keeping it very light and
welcoming. Sadly that was unmatched by the staff who didn’t
acknowledge my presence. Ranges included Fifty Shades
Official, Shots Toys, Ovo, Sportsheets and Sex & Mischief (£8
cuffs), and Lemmy’s biography besides Motorhead-branded
vibes. Blue woodwork led me to the stairs, where 11 lit display
niches of toys made a very effective display, guiding me down.
The basement had a neat large Soho Original Books graphic on
the wooden floor, lit effectively. I browsed to the sounds of local
radio, seeing £5.95 hardcore and £4.95 softcore magazines, a
Fleshlight display with off screen and dusty top, and £32.95
Sono sleeves around a central island till unit of mags, lubes etc.
Some bondage lines, a TV showing porn and We-Vibe display
balanced some scruffy displays, a couple of darker areas due to
spotlights being off and a pot in the corner, catching something
dripping. £49.95 Shots Wands, £7.95 fluffy neon cuffs, a
gay/TV/TS area and DVDs from £9.95 to £19.95 drew my eye. A
broad, interesting range, let down by display and service flaws.

In contrast, here I was welcomed with words and smiles, and
offered help while browsing. Beyond great window displays I
found colourful JOR and NIT underwear, 10-for-£2 greetings
cards and Nexus male-G-spot products, all enclosed by grey
floor tiles and slatwall with crisp-looking brushed metal edging.
Better still, gay R18 DVDs down from £8 to just £2, more DVDs
for £8 and up, music and a ‘hetero corner’ of Rocks-Off toys and
more. A Titus display of Clearstone transparent dildos was very
strong, along with pumps, Tenga, Doc Johnson (double-dong,
£24.99), lubes and TitanMen.
Signage promising Fetish D/s (that’s downstairs) lured me
to the cellar, which upped the atmosphere and kink quotient.
Sex swings, leather body bags, £85 rubber puppy masks, £60
‘Tough’ kid leather gloves, harnesses, metal cock cages, Titus
metal cock rings and lots and lots of boots awaited me down
there. Mister-S Leather display backed by a rough brick wall,
below caged glowing filament lamps and above a non-slip
chequer-plate floor all made for an industrial setting that’s
perfect for the products on show, and their target market. One
not-so-great thing: a video-screen slideshow (good) that had
some blocky, low-res images, and even occasional corrupt
slides (bad). Other gripes: tyres in the entrance hall looked more
dumped than making a style statement, and I wasn’t sure about
pallets being used as display tables. I get the upcycle trend,
but... Also, £4 DVD shelf hangers stated deals ended back in
March. Nothing too terrible though, and hence full marks.

One of the smallest shops I’ve been in, the ambition of this
ultra-compact store is laudable; to get a full-sized shop’s
stockholding into a tiny space. I have to say, it’s pretty
successful with the space well-used, but the downside is a
sense of claustrophobia and retail fatigue triggered by being
visually overwhelmed. It really is packed in there! ToyJoy
cartons, Doxy wands for a hefty £99.99, £9.50 bondage tape,
Fetish Fantasy Series lines, Lelo, £19.99 Kissable and £39.99 GWorld boxed lingerie and playwear, Sharon Sloane latex, £199
Farrah fannies, dolls up high…
With no visible walls to report on, the lighting was fine and
the stone-effect tiles, adequate. A bulky unit – an airconditioner, perhaps – was taking-up an appreciable amount of
floor space and didn’t seem to be doing anything, but maybe
it’s too large to store anywhere else in this bijou store. More
tinny than tiny, drum ‘n’ bass was coming from a microscopic
stereo as I eyed £14.99 handcuffs (as seen elsewhere in the £3£8 bracket) and R18 DVDs. These were a mix, but all displayed
spine-on due to lack of space, which made looking a labourintensive business. I soon gave up and rummaged in a dump
bin of £10 titles, which were far easier to evaluate. The main
stock was stickered £19.95 or £20 and various deals – including
2-for-£30, 4-for-£50, and 10-for-£100 – were available. I’ve
mixed feelings about this shop. On the pricey side and not
exactly sophisticated, but I’d got a welcome and offer of help…

An interesting shop with attentive staff, I enjoyed this branch of
SP. I’d found it with the help of a sandwich board outside and
felt immediately comfortable with the all-female staff, pink
carpets and woody walls. I admired Lelo and Swan displays, Fun
Factory and ElectraStim free-standing units, plus glass toys –
including Icicles – in a glass cabinet. A Fleshlight stand (screen
off again) was especially impressive when I saw the porn star
range were £60 each - below the going rate of £69.99. Looking
at Rock Rings, I noted both music and the unusual staircase
behind me, sinking to the cellar through the middle of the floor,
surrounded by black railings. Very unusual. Down there I found a
basement of DVDs (£25 each, 3-for-£50, 7-for-£100) and giant
Doc Johnson dildos, HydroMax and BathMate pumps, plus Male
Edge display (screen on!), along with £99 spreader bars and £8
bondage tape. Near-identical tape was £11, for some reason.
Clearance fetishwear in latex from Honour, Skin Two and other
big names was between £35 and £75, and I also liked Zeus, XPlay, Kitten and Second Skin, all by Allure, displayed close by.
More lines from PerfectFit included The Boss ‘ultimate stroker’
for £30 but I hit a hiccup at the bargain basket. Many items I
picked out were stickered at full price, which rather killed the
idea of ‘a bargain’. I also disliked the off stereo on the floor and
some discolouring on those pink carpets. Satisfyingly solid
performance though!

I visited this fetish clothing store many years ago, when it was
beyond Kings Cross station to the east, but I found its new
home on a road close to the British Library easily enough. It’s
rather low key inside, but the windows prepare you by setting
the tone - minimalist, with the colourful product allowed to
speak for itself. The white walls, pale floor tiles and
conventional chrome stands didn’t do much to build
atmosphere either but are a blank canvas on which the amazing
range of coloured and monochrome latex is displayed. I was
given the tour by a charming manageress while her dog
watched us from the pattern-cutting workroom behind the
counter. Gentle music, a couple of mirrors, framed photos of
various designs around the walls above the stock, and a pair of
curtained changing rooms – each large enough for two.
Important for hard-to-put-on items! – made for a perfectly
pleasant environment in which to shop for a £75 latex peaked
cap, £24 delicate rubber choker with contrasting tiny trim and
bow (they looked like icing to me. Very ‘edible’ in appearance)
or £255 latex corset. Capes, £169 halter dresses, skater-style
skirts, £39 clip-on bow belts to accessorise any outfit, £29
petticoats (others unpriced) and military-style shirts for chaps…
A candy store for those ‘into that sort of thing’, the firm also
makes made-to-measure items. The shop’s interesting products
and knowledgeable, welcoming manageress made up for the
rather soulless setting, ensuring this niche store scores well
despite the interior’s lingering blandness.

Charing Cross Road

Earl’s Court

Camden

Hammersmith Road

Somers Town

Seminars held by Jim Jordan from the Coaching
Solutions Toolbox oﬀered educational tips on ways
that retailers can grow an online business. The

edges eliminates a pesky VPL to create a smooth
finish. With sizes from an A to E cup, B’Splendid
promises to add a little extra glamour to any erotic
lingerie collection. For more information about

Exceptional
and inspiring.

B’Tempted, contact
evelyne.piegay@wacoaleurope.com
Over at the newly rebranded Fantasie, this
leading lingerie brand sported a more

An impressive shopping
experience.

Ticks almost all of
the right boxes.
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seminar I attended was engaging, informative, and
focused on rethinking your marketing strategy.
Interactive audience discussions broached the
subject of social media abroad and selling through
Facebook. One selling trend which was high on the
agenda for the speakers centred on the use of
video engagement and creating short but
informative videos to boost sales. This was highly
recommended by the MODA marketing coaches,
and definitely something for retailers to consider.
Company blogs were also very high on the
agenda with marketing coaches encouraging small
businesses to keep blogging, or hire a freelance
copywriter (like myself!) to regularly update a
business blog. With each blog post taking four-six
months to come to fruition, they advised regular
blogging to ensure your website stays active and
continues to rank in Google. With these seminars
taking place between catwalk shows, it was the
perfect way to brush up on my business skills
during the exhibition.
After the seminar, I made my way over to the
huge Wacoal Europe stand which was in the centre
of the exhibition. Wacoal Corporation is a
worldwide lingerie company behind some of the
leading European brands such as Fantasie, Freya,
Elomi, Goddess and the incredibly sensual
B’Tempted.
Whilst perusing the new collections over at
B’Tempted, I spotted the launch of the beautiful
B’Splendid lingerie. This Autumn/Winter collection
launches in dark heather and features a wire-free
contour bra with removable pads and light stretch
foam cups. A matching bikini brief with bonded
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Lacking some
vital elements.

Memorable for the
wrong reasons.
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exhibition listings of MODA Woman, MODA
Lingerie and Swimwear, MODA Accessories, MODA
Footwear, Mini MODA and MODA Gent were easily
accessible, which meant that cross sector buying
and speciﬁc needs were met far easier, whilst lively
catwalk shows and informative seminars ran
throughout the day.
I knew exactly where I needed to go and this
freed up more time to examine the merchandise
and talk to exhibitors. With a vast number of
lingerie and swimwear exhibitions to examine,
getting round them all in one day was going to be
a challenge. In future, I will be organising a longer
stay.
My ﬁrst port of call was the Alterego Lingerie
stand. As one of the UK’s leading erotic lingerie
distributors, Alterego is a familiar face at most
industry trade events and always has something
exciting in the pipeline. The company is well known
for its huge collection of top named fashion brands
and a great selection of some of the more risqué
erotic brands too. From my experience, Alterego is
the only company with a foot ﬁrmly in both camps
of the erotic and mainstream lingerie market.
Alan Gordon-Freeman told me about the launch
of Zohara Tights, which Alterego was showcasing
at MODA: “Zohara is an Israeli brand, and has been
well established in Europe, the USA and Australia
for a few years now. The tights are inspired by
fashions, cultures and lifestyles from around the
world, and each design is an original. There is a rich
variety of colours, spectacular selection of
patterns, and wide range of styles, allowing every
woman to ﬁnd the right design for her and enjoy a
style that is individual, fashionable and
comfortable. There is plenty of point of sale
material available for shops and we are taking
orders now.”
Alan also told me what to expect from
Alterego’s biggest brands in 2016: “Our biggest
brands are Shirley of Hollywood, Roza and Beauty
Night. These are all launching new collections this
year – in fact the new Shirley Hot collection has
already been really well received. We have also just
taken on new brand YesX, and the take-up and
excitement around the brand is fantastic. Our bridal
and nightwear brands, Gracya and Irall, are also

Erotic Trade Only April 2016
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With some of the biggest names in lingerie
fashion exhibiting at the event, I had very high
expectations of MODA 2016. At the point of
entrance, I was handed a small catalogue which
contained a schedule of events, the details of
every exhibitor including telephone numbers and
the exhibition stand numbers.
The catalogue contains an individual ﬂoor plan
of each sector, so ﬁnding my way around was very
easy. The exhibition was spilt into sections and
reorganised by gender and category. The

financial, cultural and
retail hub. It’s the last
of these that our
Mystery Shopper
visited to investigate
for May…
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influence
ETO has influenced the way the UK
market does business and has
proven itself to be a completely
trustworthy reporter of the industry,
neither displaying preferences nor
singling out individuals for
unwarranted criticism.
The magazine has also changed the
way the UK erotic market perceives
itself. The introduction of the
ETO Awards in 2005 gave the
industry a stage to recognise and
reward excellence in every sector
from retail to manufacturing, and the
unique democratic voting system
ensures all the winners are chosen by
the industry as a whole – unlike any
other awards in the market.

At the same time as introducing the
Awards, ETO also launched the UK’s
very first trade-only exhibition.
Staged in mid-summer alongside the
Awards Presentations, the
ETO Show has become one of the
industry’s key events, attracting
exhibitors and visitors from America
and Europe, as well as every major
player from the UK market.
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all advertisements,
regardless of size, are
placed on or facing
editorial copy

advertising
While press releases are important
components in any communications
strategy, it is advertising that allows
you to persuade as well as inform.
Appearing within a greatly respected
environment that encourages
discussion and provides a forum for
lively debate enhances the message
of any ETO advertiser.

ETO will ensure it reaches all their
customers – and their rivals’
customers – for a fraction of the cost
of mailing each account individually.
With the exception of double page
spreads and the Directory section, all
advertisements, regardless of size,
are placed on or facing editorial
copy, thereby eliminating so called
‘advertising graveyards’.

Whether advertisers are looking to
increase their profile within the
trade, promote new products or
services or make major
announcements, they know that
having their message included within

ETO reserves the right to censor,
or omit, any material which in its
opinion is offensive, pornographic
or illegal.

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

Advertising Rates
Size

1 month

3 months

£2,000

£1,900/month

Full page

£1,200

£1,140/month

£1,080/month

£960/month

Half page

£800

£760/month

£720/month

£640/month

Quarter page

£500

£475/month

£450/month

£400/month

Directory box

£100

£95/month

£90/month

£80/month

Double page spread

HALF PAGE
HORIZONTAL
FULL PAGE

6 months

12 months

£1,800/month £1,600/month

Special positions include: 2/3 Spread, Centre Spread, Outside Back Cover, Inside Front Cover.
All special positions carry a 10% surcharge.

HALF PAGE
VERTICAL

4 Page/Cover Wrap and Loose inserts: price on application.

QUARTER
PAGE

DIRECTORY
BOX

Mechanical data – printed magazine
Size

Height

Width

Comments

Double page spread

340mm 490mm + 10mm bleed all round

Full page

340mm 245mm

+ 10mm bleed all round

Half page horizontal

160mm 225mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Half page vertical

320mm

110mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Quarter page

160mm

110mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Directory box

50mm

85mm

This is within type area. No bleed required

Copy Requirements: High resolution (300dpi) jpeg or print-resolution PDF with colour proof.
Deadlines: As a general rule, the deadline for the following month’s issue is around the 13th of the
each month. Please contact the advertising team for further information for specific months or issues.
MPU

UAP

HEADER

Mechanical data – ETO online (prices on application)
Size

Height (pixels)

Width (pixels)

MPU

300

250

.gif

.jpeg

.swf

UAP

180

150

.gif

.jpeg

.swf

Header

400

640		.jpeg

eShot / Newsletter banner
Background

115

File format(s) accepted

699		
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Call for specifications and template
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